1* For every fixed positive integer N, let 3P N denote the set of all polynomials p(x) with integer coefficients, p = Σ ^ι χ \ suc^ that I di I <; N. For a fixed real number £ set It was shown in [1] that if N = 1, ί is a number such that 1 < t < 2 and ί is not a root of any of the polynomials from ^ then the set ^(t) is dense in the real line. (It is fairly easy to see that if t g (1, N + 1), t > 0 than <^0O cannot be dense in JK). At the same time it was shown that ^(1/2(1 + V 5)) is discrete. As far as we know this is the only known example of N and t e (1, N + 1) such that <^(t) is discrete. In this paper we prove two extentions of these results. The first is a straightforward generalization of [1] : THEOREM 1. Suppose 1 < t < N + 1 and t is not a root of any of the polynomials from ,0* N . Then ^N(t) 
is dense in R.
The second result is more intriguing and has a curious connection with what is known as P -V numbers or S-numbers (P -V numbers for Pisot-Vijayaragharan, see [2] for details). DEFINITION. A number t>l is called a P -V number if it is an algebraic integer and all of its conjugates have absolute value strictly less than 1.
THEOREM 2. If t is a P -V number then ^N(t) is discrete for every N.
It follows, for instance, that ^v(l/2(l + V 5)) is discrete for all N, not just N = 1. Let ||81| denote the distance from s to the nearest integer. A number θ is said to have property (P) if for some λ>l, ||λ^||->0. It is known that every P -V number has property (P). A conjecture is raised in [2] as to whether the converse is true: Is every number with property (P) aP-F number? It is known that every algebraic number with property (P) is a P -V number. Thus the conjecture would be settled if one could show that for every number t having property (P), the set &* N (t) is discrete.
The proof of Theorem 1 is essentially no different from the proof given in [1] for N = 1. We proceed with the proof of Theorem 2 now. 
Let m x be the smallest integer such that 
Let p(x) -a 0 + α^ + + Λi^3' be a polynomial in .^V Then
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